Axon and Skydio are bringing the power of autonomous drones closer to public safety, security, and commercial industries than ever before. Skydio solutions are now available for sale by Axon, including Skydio 2+ and Skydio X2 drones, and advanced AI skills Skydio Autonomy Enterprise and Skydio 3D Scan.

We are delivering an end-to-end solution that integrates Skydio drones with Axon Air, Axon Evidence, and Axon Respond, bringing a paradigm shift in how agencies manage their drone program, manage evidence, and leverage drones for situational awareness.

**Live Situational Awareness**
Increase situational awareness in a wider range of missions by removing cognitive and environmental obstacles using Skydio’s breakthrough autonomy and wirelessly live stream the drone’s video feed from Skydio 2+ and Skydio X2 to others in the organization via Axon Respond.

**Automated Evidence Collection**
Streamline evidence collection and incident scene documentation by automatically uploading via WiFi your photos, videos, and 3D Scan datasets captured by Skydio drones to Axon Evidence.

**Simplified Program Management**
Oversee your pilots, flight logs, data, and hardware of your Skydio drones in Axon Air, making it easy to document and scale your drone program.

**A Secure Solution**
Skydio drones are designed, assembled, and supported in the USA, and are part of the US DOD list of Blue sUAS platforms providing your agency with the highest levels of supply chain and cybersecurity.